Company profile:

STRAUB Werke AG in Wangs (CH) was setting more than 50 years ago a milestone with its pioneering accomplishment in pipe connection technology. Still today, the STRAUB concept remains the benchmark for safe, durable and economical pipe connections. The superior quality, the consistent further development of STRAUB pipe couplings and especially, the many years of experience in the planning and implementation of tailor made connections make STRAUB the topical leader of its industry. STRAUB Werke AG stands for high quality products, customer-oriented engineering excellence and highest service and support commitment for demanding connection solutions for piping systems made from all types of materials. These solutions comprise everything from water supply, fields of renewable energy, industrial applications, ship building and offshore.

Products and services:

STRAUB pipe couplings

Based on the well-proven original STRAUB coupling technology, which can be found in millions of pipe connections worldwide, STRAUB combines equal and different pipe materials for optimum solutions for customers - permanent pipe couplings (pull-out resistant or axially flexible) which meet customer's requirements to the full extent and can be found in a variety of special applications. Especially for sophisticated and specific challenges that require more than just standard solutions, you will benefit from the experience and various additional services related to the piping technology.

Additional services

- Project work for piping system solutions
- Development and production of special pipe couplings.

Total solution

For safe and durable piping systems and pipe coupling solutions, STRAUB can provide the following services.

- Situational analysis
- Pre-Engineering
- Engineering
- System procurement and quality assurance
- Installation / commissioning
- Service and maintenance.

If you require safe and durable pipe systems and pipe coupling solutions, we shall assist you in an individual, committed and competent manner. We will accompany you through all phases of your project process with highly developed engineering competency as well as by delivering the proverbial Swiss precision work.

Further details can be found on the website and you are invited to contact STRAUB if there are any questions.